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Snap Shot: Hold on tight. This Menage Romance is also a Billionaire Romance. This wild ride of a

story is full of surprises, twists and turns that will leave you on the edge of your seat right until you

hit the HEA!Two Strapping Alpha Billionaires. One Girl Looking For A Fresh Start. A Heck of A Wild

Ride.***POV from all 3 main characters.***Unable to hide his undeniable attraction, Jake seduces

Allison the first night she arrives at the ranch. Although he does his best to talk himself out of being

this reckless again with his sister's new assistant, he seems incapable of keeping his hands off

Allison.After an outrageously toe-curling morning interlude in a barn where he rocks Allison's world,

he promises himself to â€™fess up to his best friend about his indiscretion, but when the opportunity

arises, he chooses to keep his illicit fling with Allison a secret.Unaware that his best friend has

already seduced Allison, not once, but twice, and fueled by the fact that Jake believes that the

blonde could be a tempting treat for both of them at the same time, Hunter takes it upon himself to

push the curvy New Yorker well past her limits.Intoxicated by the fact that two strapping and

gorgeous men want her so desperately, Allison throws caution to the wind and indulges

wholeheartedly.Has her hunger for pleasure pushed her once again in a compromising situation?

And this time, will she be able to get away with it as easily?Just when you think Allisonâ€™s blissful

adventures of ecstasy can't get any steamier, they do.There are strictly NO M/M scenes in this

menage romance. This is all about the woman! ***Part 3 of this sexy mÃ©nage romance / billionaire

series by Bestselling Author Scarlett Avery is a must-read seductive roller coaster. *** Billionaires'

Indulgence is a series of 5 books. The entire billionaire series has a HEA ending.
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OMG!! Jake walks into the cabin and catches Allison and Hunter. Allison feels as if she betrayed

Jake. Will what happened come between their friendship, Allison does not want that. Jake and

Hunter have a heart to heart about what he walked in on. They come to a conclusion that they both

want her, but does she want them? Allison has thought about being with both men but that is what it

is only thoughts. When she is approached by both men letting her know they want her, together

whatâ€™s a girl to do? She goes for it, a night of unbridled passion, an experience of a lifetime. Will

an unexpected visitor to the ranch throw a wrench into the new found relationshipâ€‹?

Good Lawd!!!!!!! More HOT STEAMY SEX.. I cannot get enough of these 3. Can Jake and Hunter

get Allison to have them both???? Jake and Hunter hatch a plan to convince Allison 2 are better

than one. As Hunter gives Allison her new toy to help losin her up and give Allison time to make her

decision. Well of course we all know the decision and what comes next is the best SEX any girl can

have. Dirty-Commanding-Erotic-Sizzling-Mind Blowing SEX. So Good it puts you in a trance. I am

still trying to recover!!!!!!!!!

I just remembered why I quit reading this series a few months back: the cliffhangers! They are

killers! Now that I have all five books safely on my carousel, I started back at the beginning, and I'm

happy to tell you that the story is just as great as I thought it was. In fact, it just keeps getting better.

Allison may be stranded on the cattle ranch in Colorado, while the celebrity chef she was working

with is off in LA with her four kids and the nanny, but - oh my, has her love life hit the jackpot!

Keeping up with her chef's blog may keep her mornings busy, but her two HOT HOT HOT cowboys

have taken over her previously dull love life. Words fail me. I've always avoided menage romances,

because the idea of more than two people in a relationship is just creepy to me. But Ms Scarlett has

written a beautiful relationship between two guys who have done everything together for most of

their lives, so when they fall hard for the same girl at the same time, well.... They take sharing to



new heights. It's even funny! Two more "episodes" to go, and we'll see how it all works out. She

promised us an HEA, and she always keeps her word. And since it's all for sale at one time, you

won't have to wait! Win/win.Jgtimm

This is a continuing story, so read in order. I like the story but this episode was a little slow and there

were several luls in the reading. You knew something was coming in the story and i was expecting

one thing and the author surprised me with what did happen. I hope the next episode is a little bit

better.

I love Scarlett Avery! Her writing is incredible. Her characters always keep you intrigued and her

stories are fantastic. I bought this book today and I couldn't put it down. Everyone should read this. I

can hardly wait for the next installment.

Who wouldn't love two men wanting you. So glad they finally worked something out but again I

noticed when the sex scenes were happening, Ali seems to only use words like "Jesus" and "Christ"

these words were over used too much during their play time. We want hotter dirty words when she's

in the heat of the moment. They are much better words to describe the heat of the moment feelings

then "Jesus" or "Christ or even "Lord"

Because at the end of the series, they do come together and as one and not as another body. Great

read for all 3. But you have to get the series in order to get to the end and see what the ending is

going to be.

Awesome book can't wait until the 4th book I hope Jake and Hunter and Allison stay together. Jake

needs to get rid of the person that showed up in the end and do it quickly. I hope Allison doesn't

wound up getting hurt by her old boyfriend.
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